Chapter 6

The medieval farm, the yardland

The yardland, called the virgate in medieval Latin records, was the standard open-field
farming unit. It consisted of a number of arable lands normally scattered uniformly
throughout a field system; such a distribution ensured that whenever a portion of the
fields was left fallow there were always lands in the remaining area on which crops could
be grown. Details of the exact distribution of yardlands within a field system are
described in Chapter 8. The area of a yardland, which did not normally include
meadow, varied a great deal from vill to vill.For most places the yardland remained a
stable, unchanging farming unit, being the 'fabric' of the vill on which taxation was
based for many centuries. So much was it the fabric of the vill that it affected the actual
layout of the fields on the ground.
The methods of farming individual yardlands are not recorded at any personal level
before the seventeenth century (see Chapter 2 for general information derived from
surveys an,d court regulations). In early times, probably few owners of a single yardland
would have sufficient animals to draw a plough. Most farmers would, therefore, have to
co-operate by providing animals to make up a plough-team. Very few examples of
sharing are recorded, just as there are few recent and modern records of such matters.
Only one record of animals being shared to make up a medieval plough team has been
discovered for Northamptonshire, and that is for Newnham in c. 1380, where two
holders of yardlands put their animals together to form one team. Ault published
examples from various parts of the country dated between 1286 and 1327 1• There was
clear evidence for the making up of teams using animals from more than one farm. In
one instance there are the names of pairs of people who were to put their animals
togeth~r to make up a plough team, in the same way as Newnham.
Court rolls frequently refer to yardlands being held by a rent, service and homage. In
c. 1479 the process of rendering homage at Muscott was: 2
, Memorandum that ye teynand that owys to do hiis [sic] homage to hiis lorde shall come to hiis
lorde and knele uppon bothe hiis knees and he muste putt both hiis handys be tween bothe hiis
lordys handys and the tenand must be un guede and he must sey to hiis lord theis wordys
foloyng ether in Frenche or in Engliche ...
I ay become yor man from this daye forward of lym and lythe and to yowe shall doo wordly
wurchyp for the lond yt I hadde ofyowe. Savyng my elegiaunce to owre lege lord ye kyng and
to other lordys yt I holde other londs by auncient purcez

I W. O. Ault, 'Open-field Husbandry and the Village Community: a study of Agrarian By-laws in Medieval
England', Trans. oftheAmer. Phil. Soc. 55 part 7, p. 31; for Newnham see Chapter 2, underwork-service, f.n.
52.
2 NRO Spencer 'lO56 f.14.
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Yardland size
If the area of the yardland be multiplied by the number of yardlands in a field system a
total area less, often appreciably less, than the whole township will result. This is because
meadow and pasture, which was apportioned and belonged to each yardland as of right,
was not included in the stated yardland area. In deeds of sale, yardlands and appurtenances are often referred to, the last meaning the right to a proportion of the meadow,
and the right to graze sheep and 'great beast' (cattle and horses), as was normal for that
place.
The acreage of a yardland varied from parish.to parish; very commonly it was around
25 acres and if furlongs were laid out in rood lands this would be equal to 100 lands in
the fields. Often some of the furlongs were laid in half-acre lands, so the number in a
given yardland would be less. Detailed analysis ofHardingstone East Fields showed that
a typical yardland was 23 acres in extent and was made up of about 60 separate lands,
no two being adjacent3 .
The size of the yardland for many townships is listed in the Gazetteer, and some
selected in Table 8. It can be seen that while values between 20 and 30 acres are by far
the most common, there are wide variations. The smallest are for Ecton (14 acres) and
Weedon Bec (12), and the largest are for Ravensthorpe (80 acres) and Bozeat (60). There
is a topographical element underlying this variation, the smaller values occur in Nene
and Welland Valley parishes with good quality, variable soils, and large yardlands lie in
parishes with poorer soils or where there was probably once waste, heath or woodland,
during Saxon times. More similar information can be found in the Gazetteer.
Variety of topography offers a possible explanation of the size differences; perhaps all .
townships once had similar sized yardlands, but those with waste were able to enlarge
them by assarting. When assarted land was added to a field system, there was the option
of yardlands being increased in size, or their number could be increased, the area
remaining fixed. From the thirteenth century, and probably always, rates and taxes
were raised at the township level upon the yardland (the carucates listed in 1220 Book of
Fees are the earliest taxation records where dues were unambiguously raised upon the
yardland rather than on hides or knights' fees). Under these circumstances no vill would
want its yardland assessment increased causing it to pay more tax, so the increased
yardland size would always be adopted. This interpretation is supported in that no
variation in the number of yardlands in any vill has ever been discovered, best
exemplified by Clipston, below, which had the same number (84) for 700 years. The
importance of officially maintaining the number ofyardlands is shown at Brockhall, and
other places, where farms were still assessed as yardlands (for taxation) in 1670 and
1704, even though enclosure had taken place in 16114. The tithe records of Ashby St
Ledgers in the seventeenth century show that Ashby Lodge estate, enclosed before
1519, was assessed at 7 yardlands (Chapter 10).
The only example notably at variance with the topographic and soil quality interpretation is deserted Stonton in Warden (now in Warwickshire; Midland Plain clay, 12
acres). Most clay townships have large yardlands, and an explanation of the small
yardlands might be that this township was 'overpopulated' and completely opened up
when its yardland number was assigned.
3 Hall 1980 Hardingstone, p. 125.
4 NRO Tb 198, Th 214.
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Yardland sizes and topography

Place

Yardland size
(acres)

Date

Location and soil ~pe

Addington Little
Ashby St Ledgers
Ashley
Barby
Billing Great
Bozeat
Boughton
BuckbyLong
Clopton
Collyweston
Creaton
East Haddon
Ecton
Guilsborough
Hardingstone
Harlestone
Hemington
Irchester
Norton;Thrup
Raunds and Rushden
Ravensthorpe
Teeton
Weedon Bec
Wollaston

20
38
14
30
19
60
18
37
48
15
42
29
14
50
20
67
43*
20*
19
40*
80*
25*
12
25

1772
1635
1632
1684
1758
1650
1684
1656

Nene Valley
Champagne, clay
Welland Valley
Midland scarp, clay
Nene Valley
Clay plain, fonner wood
Champagne, mixed good soils
Champagne, clay
Clay plain
Welland Valley
Champagne, clay and heath
Upland clay and gravel, champagne
Nene Valley
Clay and heath
Nene Valley
Clay and heath
Clay plateau
Nene Valley
Champagne, good soils
Nene Valley and clay plateau
Upland champagne, clay
Upland champagne, good soil
Upper Nene Valley
Nene Valley with some clay

c.1250
1638
1662
1752
1609
1684
14th
1301
13th
1318
c.1300
1318
1643
1643
1326
1788

A yardland value marked with an asterisk means that the acreage is stated in an original source, otherwise the value has been
obtained by adding up the sizes of individual lands in a terrier where the number of yardlands is specified.
The information has been collected from the Gazetteer, where references will be found.

Unequal sizes ofyardlands sometimes caused disputes, especially if two townships in
one parish had yardlands of greatly different size, as at Ravensthorpe. The parish
consists of the townships ofRavensthorpe, Teeton, and Coton in nearby Guilsborough.
Teeton yardlands were , 25 acres and Ravensthorpe 80. A uriiform parish rating was
much easier to collect from the profits of the large Ravensthorpe farms than from those
of Tee ton. This occasioned the inhabitants of Tee ton to complain about the land tax in
1643; 'we are informed that ye yardlands in Ravensthorpe contain about 80 acres and
... mainteyn 10 cows, 4 horses, 80 sheep and soweth 10 quarter of grayn and cutt 25
lode of hay. Teeton yardlands 'contain but 25 acres for a yardland and maynteyneth 40
sheep, 2 cows and soweth on quarter of grayn and cutteth 8 lodes of hay for each
yardland'5.
If it be assumed that all yardlands were originally 25 acres, as calculable for some
counties from Domesday evidence in 10866 , then various speculative calculations can
be made about the uncultivated area at the time when holdings were laid out, offering a
tool for study of the Saxon landscape. Taking the size of the Late Saxon yardland as 25
acres, and multiplying by the number of yardlands a total is achieved for the area
cultivated at that date. Any significant deviation from from the township total area ~ess
the area of meadow) should represent the extent of waste or woodland. A simpler

5 NRO LT 416.
6 A. Ballard, Domesday Inquest, (1906) p. 32.
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calculation is to subtract 25 from the yardland area and multiply by the yardland
number. This gives directly the area 'taken in'.
At Great Addington there were 42 yardlands and the area of arable of each was 28.5
acres7 , making the total arable 1197 acres. This is consistent with the parish area of 1220
acres, there being little meadow. If the size of the 'original' yardland be taken as 25 acres
then the area left uncultivated when the field system was set out, is 28-25 x 42, being
147 acres. Although the 'unused' area is small in this example, the value never the less
tallies well with land at the west of the parish occupied later by three wold furlongs and
one breach furlong, some 155 acres in all. The agreement offers some evidence that this
was the un assessed land at the original layout. The precision of such speculative
calculations is dependent on the accuracy of the yardland size.
Clopton, lying away from the Nene Valley, had 39 yardlands of 48 acres each, 1872
acres of arable in all (consistent with a total area of 1,920 acres8 , there being almost no
medieval pasture). The calculation suggests that ifyardlands of25 acres were set out,
there would be 897 acres of unploughed land (likely to be woodland or woodland
pasture). The surveyed furlong pattern shows that there is an area of c.400 acres,
interpreted as assart (see Chapter 7), which accounts for part of t:he 'waste'.

Stability of yardlands
Although the area of a yardland varied from township to township, as did the number of
yardlands, there was a surprising stability within a given township.

Yardland area
During the period when the size of a yardland is stated, from the thirteenth centurY, no
significant change in its area has ever been noted, until such major events as partial
enclosure or creation of cow pasture, in later centuries. Where sources offer differing
yardland sizes it is seems to be the result of different estimates rather than any
contemporary belief that the area had changed. Therefore the variation of yardland
acreage discussed above in relation to assarting, if correct, must have happened before
the thirteenth century. This is in accord with the records of assarting being very limited
after about 1250, and the evidence that field systems were completed before 1300.
Records describing assarting come from the end ofwhat had been a vigorous process, as
given in the Pipewell Cartulary (see Chapter 7).
Among the few examples of different sizes of yardlands occurring in the same
. township are Stanwick and Wollaston, both of which had two sizes of yardlands
recorded. At Stanwick this is mentioned in c. 1280 and at Wollaston in c. 1300. In
neither case is any explanation given; it may represent a long forgotten amalgamation of
field systems or it could have arisen by differential assarting, not all yardlands being
increased. The Wollaston yardl~nd differences are not referred to at any later date.
Castle Ashby and Brigstock demesne yardlands were different in size from those of the
tenants in 1565.

Yardland numbers
The number of yardlands in a vill has not been found to change (see Kettering in the
Gazetteer for a possible example; Brown has argued for an increase at Daventry, hl~t the
7 NROAI65.
8 Whellan's Directory 1876, p. 726.
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claimed number of yardlands is at variance with eighteenth-century listings, see the
Gazetteer). Assarting might be expected to cause an increase in number, but this has not
been observed. The example of Clipston 84 yardlands that remained unchanged for
700 years, and others below, are remarkable instances of stability and invariability. If
yardland numbers were ever increased it occurred before 1200 from the direct historical
evidence and before 1066 from the Domesday evidence of the close relation between
hides and yardland numers (below).
Detailed evidence for the stabilty of individual yardlands can be found in estate
records, such as those of monastic estates, where an unchanging system survived for a
long period. Frequendy rentals can be related to each other, identifying the yardlands as
they passed fr.om tenant to the next heir over several centuries. Often the yardland
became known by the name of one of the medieval owners. Newnham forms a good
example. The earliest surviving rental, c. 1380, is undated9 .It is very similar to one
existing in a sixteenth-century transcript10 which is dated to 1388. The format of these
fourteenth-century rentals was followed exacdy for many years and the names of the
owners then became assigned to the yardlan~. Thus a rental of 1409 can be related to
that of 1380 by its reference to the earlier tenants. The later descent of Newnham
yardlands can be followed through a series of copyhold entries in court rolls to a rental
made in 1542 11 and later.
Other estates that change but litde are manorial demesnes and the glebe lands
belonging to the church. Most of these have several terriers showing unchanging
locations and sizes oflands. Ashby St Ledgers exemplifies the glebe, being recorded as
one yardlapd before 1230 12 and described in terriers dating from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
Some townships had yardlands broken up in later centuries, as at Hargrave, Raunds,
Ringstead and Rushden. A common factor at these places is ownership by the Duchy of
Lancaster. It is unlikely that the estate was direcdy involved because its central manor of
Higham Ferrers, completely in its possession, retained yardlands, as did Bozeat,
Irchester and Stanwick where the Lancasters shared lordship. The reason was probably
a combination of the lack of firm central control, and because of the copyhold tenure
over the bulk of the land in the townships that dispersed their yardlands. This would
seem to be confirmed in that the villein ('bondhold') land ofRaunds and Rushden was
not broken down but was still described as yardlands until the sixteenth century. The
breakdown of the copyhold seems to have occurred in the mid-fourteenth century
according to the Rushden data 13 .
.Copyhold property of the earls and dukes of Lancaster does not give a complete
explanation for medieval yardland breakdown, because the same breakdown had
occurred at Grendon before 1596. Grendon is located near to the Higham Lancaster
estate (although the Lancasters had no connection with it) and its inhabitants may have
been aware of the 'disappearance' ofyardlands nearby. There are other places near the
Higham region, Aldwincle and Titchmarsh, where yardlands are not mentioned in later

9
10
11
12
13

NRO Th 1627.
NRO Th 683.
NRO Th 1500-29; Th 1632.
A. Gibbons, liber Antiquus tU Ordinationihus VuariaTUm tempore Hugonis de Wells, 1888, p. 38.
Hall and Harding Rushden, 1985, pp. 54-9.
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centuries. Some places farther away have no record of yardlands by the seventeenth
century (see the Gazetteer and Appendix).
In a few cases dispersal of a single yardland is recorded, as at Irthlingborough in
c. 1300 (the Gazetteer). Some yardlands became broken down because they were large;
Bozeat had 60-acre yardlands in 1650, but thereafter all recorded transactions were
made in acres, and yardlands were not mentioned at the time of enclosure in 1798.

Domesday assessments and yardlands
The Domesday Survey, the ' assessmment of fiefs and manors made in 1086, listed,
among other items, arable land, which was recorded for taxation purposes. Examination of the number ofyardlands occurring in a vill or manor and the number of hides
of arab e reveal significant relationships, as explained below.

Great and small virgaus
The Domesday Survey gives the fiscal assessment ofNorthamptonshire manors in hides
and virgates, there being 4 virgates to the hide, as elsewhere in southern England.
Studies using internal evidence for other counties show that Domesday virgates are 25
or 30 acres, and hence a hide is 100 or 120 acres 14. This value does not work very well
for Northamptonshire, only very small areas of arable, compared to the total extent of
the parish, apparendy being under the plough.
If the figures for the Higham Ferrers Hundred be presented graphically, we see that
the number of Domesday hides and the parish areas give a straight-line relationship
(Fig. 10). This means that in all cases each parish had exacdy the same proportion of its
area ploughed in 1086, a very unlikely state of affairs, unless the total ploughable area
had already been reached. On the l20-acre hide it works out that only c. 35 percent of
the parishes had been ploughed, from the Domesday figures (multiplied by the 120
acres for each hide). Another interpretation is called for, and let us now approach from
the yardlands.
The earliest reference to yardlands is in the Northamptonshire Survey of c. 1124 (in
which they were called small virgates), where they were used to define small estates more
precisely than had been done in the Domesday Survey 15 • The use in the 1124 survey of
the term 'small virgates' to distinguish from the 'large' ones of 1086 shows that the two
units were different. That small virgates are yardlands is clear from many comparisons
of them with later assessments, again best illustrated by Clipston, below.
Since the 1124 survey is at pains to give more accuracy than Domesday by the use of
yardlands, it shows that yardlands are direcdy connected to the Domesday assessments
themselves. The number of yardlands in a hide varies, presumably to take into account
the size of the yardland, and even possibly the general quality of land (see below).

Tardlands and DOm£sday hides
Table 9 shows some collected values for the number of yardlands in various Northamptonshire townships and their Domesday assessments. A limited number of ratios is
evident, but commonly there were 8, 10, 12 or 16 yardlands to the hide. These values, or
14 Ballard The Domesday Inquest, p. 32.
15 Published by Round in VCR Northants. i pp. 357- 89.
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Figure 10, graph of Higham Ferrers Hundred Domesday returns related to parish sizes. For township
identifications see the place-names on Figure 11.
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Hides and yardlands in various townships

Place

Addington Great
Ashby St Ledgers
Barby
Billing Great
Brixworth
Broughton
Cold Ashby
Clipston
C1opton
Creaton
Culworth
Daventry
Dodford
Earls Barton
Ecton
Eydon
Elkington
Farndon East
Farthingstone
Harlestone
Hemington
Kettering
Kislingbury
Marston St Laurence
Newnham
Oundle
Ravensthorpe
Rothersthorpe
Wappenham
Warden Chipping
Watford
Wilbarston
Wilby
Wollaston

2
Hides
in 1086
3.5
4.0
2.0
4.0
9.5
2.0
4.0
5.25
5.5
1.75
1.67
8.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
10.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
6.0
2.0
3.5
2.0
4.0
(8.0)
4.0
4.0
7.0

3
Plough
lands
6
10
5
8
35
5

8
4
16
7
8
8
5
3.875
4
9
· 8.25
16·
11.5
10
9
5.5
5
(8)
8
7
13.5

4
Number of
yardlands
42
40
50
48
95
52
64
84
39
28
30
80
48
80
110
28
48
45
48
28
21.5
40
80
48
40
30
20.5
64
52
63.5
96
60
21
84

5
Date
ofyl

6
Ratio

1803
1688
1778
1612
1780
1786

12
10
25
12
10
26
16
16
7
16
18
10
18
20
27.5
14
24
18
12
8
7
10
20
12
10
5

c.1230
1776

c.1250
1782
1610
1756
1468
1760
1703
1761

c.1230
1780
1751

c.13oo
1290

c.1130
1779
1760
1552
1565
1603
1820
1761
1733
1279
1798
1809
1788

4/2

c.10
c.18
26
16
24
15

c. 5
12

The hides and ploughland values are taken from Thorn and Thorn; the yaidlands are from the Gazetteer, or from]. W.
Anscomb's enclosure statistics at NRO in the case of townships not in the Gazetteer.

some multiplication, of them (16, 20 or 24) account for almost all the examples. The
existence of such relationships are implied by the fractional values of many of the
Northamptonshire individual Domesday returns, examples containing 1/3,2/3, 1/5,
2/5,4/5,5/6,1/8, 1/12, 11/12 and 1/16 ofa hide being recorded.
Many other townships have similar hide: yardland reationships to the examples
listed. Frequently ratios close to a common value occur; Cold Higham 12.5, Helmdon
17.5, Slapton 9.5 and Woodford Halse 15.25. These were probably intended to be a
standard ratio; possibly the yardland value is not accurate. In the north east of the
county simple numeric relationships between hides and yardlands are not always so
obvious, and sometimes odd numbers of yardlands to the hide occur (7 at Hemington
and Clopton; both are stated to be 7 to the hide in thirteenth century sources). Assarting
and unvirgated land may be the cause of these less common ratios.
There must have been a reason for choosing different numbers of yardlands to make
up a hide. Presumably it was an attempt to allow for a known variability in size or a
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compensation for poor land quality. This can be tested by working out the apparent size
of the hide.
The variability of the number ofyardlands in a hide, as well as the number of acres in
a yardland has been commented upon long ago by Seebohm 16 and Neilson 17. Seebohm
listed values for Huntingdonshire from the Hundred Rolls of 1279 and found that there
were 4, 5, 6, or 8 yardlands to the hide and that the yardland varied between 15 to 48
acres. However more unity was found in the area of a hide, which in 12 out of 19 cases
was close to 120 acres. For most townships there were 4 virgates to the hide, each virgate
being c. 30' acres. N eilson studied Ramsey abbey holdings from the evidence of the
cartulary. It was noted that there were similar variations in the sizes of both yardland
acreages and the number of yardlands in a hide. It was assumed that the sizes of both
were 'increased or decreased until territorial and fiscal hides agreed'.
Table 10 shows the nominal size of a hide for various Northamptonshire townships,
calculated where the number of yardlands to a hide and the acreage of the yardland is
known.
At first sight the Table does not seem remotely to support the existence of a uniform
hide. The difficulty is that the 1086 yardland size is required, not those of the
seventeenth- and eighteenth centuries. However, if the 1310west values for a hide are
considered then the acreage ranges 228-380, and includes a wide range ofyardland to
the hide values (7-16, Hemington, Dodford), and soil types from very good (Ecton and
Wollaston) to poor (Dodford and Hemington). This could be interpreted to show that
there had been an attempt to achieve a moderately uniform hide value for a fair
taxation.
Townships with high apparent hide acreages could be explained as being not fully
Table 10 Acreage of Northamptonshire hides
Township

Number oJyardlands
in a hide

Ashby St Ledgers
AshbyMears
Billing Great
Clopton
Daventry
Dodford
Ecton
Farthingstone
Hemington
Kettering
Teeton
Wollaston
Barby
Barton Earls
Blakesley
Creaton
Culworth
Harlestone
Ravensthorpe

10
10
12
7
10
16

c.25
12
7
10
12.5
12
25
20
16
16
18
8
10.25

Acreage ofyardland

Acreage ofhide

38

380
230
228
362
280
320

c.23
19
48

c.28
20
14
26
36
36
25
24
30
25

c.28
4l.5
30
66
80

The data have been taken from the Gazetteer

16 Seebohm, English VUlage Commun#y, pp. 36-7.
17 N. Neilson, &onomic ConditUJns on the Mfl1UJTS ofRams9 Abb9 (1898) p. 14.

c.350
312
252
360
313
288
750
500
448
664
540
528
820
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exploited in 1086, with large areas of heath or woodland not opened up to arable. These
are grouped togther at the bottom of Table 10. Earls Barton is an unlikely example
among them, having good soil and lying on the Nene Valley. It can perhaps be
explained by taking away the demesne (2 out of 8 ploughlands in 1086), when the
number ofyardlands per hide falls to 15 and the hide area becomes 375 acres, within the
commonly found range.
An interesting medieval example of a uniform hide size is to be found with the hides of
the Domesday crown estate called the soke of Finedon. That part of the estate lying in
the Higham Hundred was assessed at 10.5 hides in 1086 18, and an inquiry of 1318
located the·townships where it lay, giving extra information l9 . The jury found:
Place

Tardland number

Tardland size

Hide number

Hide acreage

Irchester
Knuston
Rushden
Raunds

19
0.5
10.5
1

20

4.75
0.125
5.25
0.5

80

40
40

80
80

A hide of exacdy 80 acres was maintained even though the yardland size varied. It is
interesting, too, that a small hide, even less than that found in Huntingdonshire and
elsewhere (the 'traditional' Domesday hide), operated on this crown estate, with four
20-acre yardlands to the hide, and not the larger number of yardlands found with most
Northamptonshire townships and manors. Kerr commented, in 1925, that the variable
yardland size 'is not without difficulties and disappointments for serious Domesday
students'2o. It is evident that two different kinds of assessment ('traditional' 120-acre
hides (in this case 80-acre hides) and large 'Northamptonshire' hides) were used at the
same time in the Higham Ferrers Hundred. Although at Rushden the 10.5 Finedon
crown-estate yardlands were assessed at 5.25 hides, the remaining Rushden yardlands
(c. 70.5 21 ) were assessed at 6 hides, confirming the (fonfusion of 1086.
The 1318 enquiry proves that yardlands were re'lated to hides in 1086 and that the
information was still familiar to local juries 250 years later. At C10pton, in c. 1250, the
names of the yardland tenants in each hide are listed22 , again showing that hides were
an important and recognized part of the vill structure in the thirteenth century.

Component estates qf townships
The close relationship between Domesday hides and yardlands is further revealed by
studying the details of the individual holdings that make up a township. Fixed ratios
between yardlands and hides again being evident; the cases of Clipston, Cold Ashby,
Elkington, Harlestone, and Watford being presented here as examples.
One of the best documented places is Clipston, a parish that contains. the two
townships of Clipston and Newbold. Newbold vill is now completely deserted, but its
fields, separate from those of Clipston, are documented from 1381 to enclosure in 1776.
The details of various assessments are listed below.
18
19
20
21
22

Thorn and Thorn 1- 32.
Gal. Inq. Mise. , ii (1916) no. 317.
Kerr Higham Ferrers, p.9.
Hall and Harcling, Ruslulm 1985, p. 83; Thorn and Thorn 35- 1h.
King, Miscellany pp. 18-19, 41 .
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Date

1086
1124
1124
1284
1776

Crown

1.5v
5 + 1 S.v.
6
5

Bishop of
Coutances

Bury St
Edmunds
abbey

William

0.5H 0.75v
0.5H 3 S.v.
11
10

2.5v
10 S.v.
10
10

3.5H 0.25v
3.5H 1 S.v.
57
55

Total

Notes

5.25H

(H hide, v virgate)
(H hide, s.v. small virgate)
(expressed as small virgates)
virgates
yardlands

Peverel

84
80
84

=
=

=
=

There were four holdings in 1086 23 ; a place called Calme has also been assigned to
Clipston by Bridges and modem historians. The Domesday Survey does not state which
parish Calme belonged to, merely placing it between the entries for Clipston and
Kelmarsh. It consisted of half a hide belonging to the abbot ofSt Edmundsbury and is
found listed under KeImarsh belonging to the abbot in the 1124 survey24. Calme,
therefore is a 1086 version of the name Kelmarsh, being similar to the later abbreviated
medieval name-form of Kelm'sh and Kelm', but spelled with a C in 1086.
Comparison of the 1086 and 1124 sizes of the estates establishes that there were
reckoned to be 16 small virgates to a hide, a total 5.25 hides, and by implication 84 small
virgates (because the 1124 crown holding was stated to be 6 small virgates (1.5 virgates
in 1086) and St Edmundsburywas 10 small virgates in 1124 (2.5 virgates in 1086)). The
total ofyardlands in Clips ton and Newbold in 1776 when the parish was enclosed was
found to be 8425 . The total number ofvirgates in 128426 , at 80, is seemingly at variance
with the earlier figures, but comparison between the values for 1124 (in small virgates)
and those of 1284 shows that in 1284 the values were rounded to the nearest 5 for each
individual estate, making an apparent loss of 4. The conclusion is that four different
assessments taken in four different centuries over 700 years presented the same answer
for Clipston and therefore all the assessors were looking at the same fully formed and
unchanging townships.
Details of the Domesday and 1124 surveys help to unravel the relationship between
Thomby, Chilcotes and Cold Ashby; Chilcotes is a lost vill now represented by a
westward tongue of Thomby parish where the fields are called chilcots. Domesday
assesses Thomby under William Peverel, as 1 hide belonging to Guilsborough manor
and 0.5 hide under the jurisdiction of Naseby27. The count of Mortain held in Cold
Ashby 0.5 hide and 1.5 hides entered next to each other28 at the end of a group of
manors that later became part of Dodford barony. In 1124 Thomby was rated at 1.5
hides of the fee of the earl of Leicester, 1 hide of the fee of Peverel and another 0.5
hide 29. The last two are the Peverel estate of 1086. The Leicester lands of 1124 in this
area normally had belonged to the count ofMortain. Evidently these 1.5 hides were the
Domesday property entered under the count of Mortain; they were not part of Cold
Ashby in 1124 (see below). The total hidage of Thornby was therefore 3.0.
23 Thorn and Thorn, 1-15i, 4-10, 8-10, 35-2.
24 VCH i pp. 383-4.
25 NRO ZA 1244.
26 Feudal Aids iv (1906) p. 11.
27 Thorn and Thorn 35- 19b, 35-20.
28 Thorn and Thorn 18-50, 18-51.
29 VCH i, p. 380.
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The assessments for Cold Ashby and Chilcotes in 1086 and 1124 are shown below
(with the correction made for Thornby). Details of yardland holdings in 1230 are also
given 30.
ColdAshhy
Coventry
Abbey

Count
Morl4in

Peverel

ChiJcotes
Goejfrey
la Guerche
2.5v
O.Sh
8

[4?]

7.5

at 15 to a hide

WUliam

1086
1124
1230

2.5h
2.5h
38y

1I2h
3v

lOy

1.5v
Iv
4y

Tardlands

37.5

11.25

3.75

, Count
Morl4in
Iv

Total
4 hides
4h
60 + 4? yardlands

It seems that 16 yardlands were taken to the hide, although none of the holdings is
exactly correct, except for that ofWilliam Peverel, and the totals are superficially 4 hides
equating to 60 yardlands, or 15 to the hide. Although the 1230 estates sizes are in fair
agreement at" IS to the hide, a better relationship if established if 16 be taken, because
the 'lost' virgate ofChilcotes would have been 4 small virgates, making the total to 64, ie
an exact 16 yardlands to the hide.
This analysis would make Chilcotes part of Cold Ashby; it was presumably deserted
and added to Thornby parish by 1230. A terrier of 1210 for Thornby indicates that
the lands were riot, however, part of Thornby field system, but Chilcotes township
could have been in Thornby parish by then. The major part of Thornby being
assessed as Cold Ashby in 1086 may imply that all three townships were originally
in Cold Ashby, or maybe Domesday simply missed out the intended name (as it
does for Strixton). The Pipewell cartulary implies that Chilcotes was part of Cold
Ashby because entries for both are intermixed, whereas Thornby has its own separate
entries.
Elkington, now deserted, belonged almost entirely to Pipewell Abbey soon after the
mid twelfth-century. In 1086 there were three estates totalling 2 hides. The largest
holding of I hide and 3 virgates was assessed at the same size in 1124 and appears in the
Pipewell cartulary as 42 (small) virgates in c. 122031 , from which it follows th~t there
were 24 yardlands to the Domesday hide. The other two holdings are given as 4 and 2
small virgates in 1124, which strictly should have been 4.5 and 1.5, but they had been
rounded off to whole numbers still giving the correct total of 6, making up the grand
total given ·in the cartulary as 48.

1086
1124
1230

CountofMorl4in

Guy de Raimbeaucurt

Geojfrey de la Guerche
(Welford estate)

Total

1 hide 3 virgates
Hugh the sheriff
1.5 h. 1 large v.
42 virgates

3/4 virgate
Hugh de Keynes
4 small virgates
[4.5]

1/4 virgate
Nigel d'Aubeny
2 small virgates
[1.5]

2 hides

30 BL Cott. Calig. A xii, ff.128-39.
31 BL MS Cott. Calig. A xiii, f.19.

48 virgates
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The details of hides and yardlands for Harlestone estates are as
1086

Total

Owner
The king
Count Mortain
Count Mortain
William Peverel

below 32 •

Size
0.5 hide
0.5 bovate (11 16H?)
1.5
1.5

3.5 (plus O.0625?)

Henry Braye states 33 that there are '27 yardlands per hide and 1 yardland outside the
hide', of which he had half the extra one and the abbot ofStJames had halffrom the
. king's fee. This presumably means there were 28 yardlands in all, so 8 yardlands
correspond to a hide of 1086. Each estate should contain to 4, 12 and 12 yardlands
which by 1300 had become 4.5 belonging to the king, 2 to the Berkhampstead fee, 10
Dodford fee, 10.5 Newbotde fee and 1 extra.
The low number of 8 to the hide (cf24 at Watford and Elkington) probably reflects
that the 1086 assessors were aware that the yardlands of Harlestone were large (66
acres, see Gazetteer), and that to obtain a uniform hide from vill to vill the number of
yardlands in a hide should be low in this case.
Watford was assessed at 2 hides in 108634 and 4 hides in 112435. A survey of 127636
lists the names of all the holders ofyardlands which total 96 5/8 (for 96) yardlands. The
parish contained the townships of Mureott and Silsworth as well as Watford (see below,
chapter 8); Watford and Murcott each contained 24 yardland$ in 1705 (glebe). However
Watford was half enclosed by that date 37 • The total for Watford was therefore probably
48 yardlands, leaving 24 for Silsworth. It seems that there were 24 yardlands to the hide
in 1124; very probably the 1086 assessors recorded Watford township as 2 hides and
omitted the subordinate townships.
The values for Weston by Welland and Sutton Bassett are of interest for a long
continuity. Weston was twice the size ofSutton in 1086 (4 and 2 hides), and both were
shared between the same two owners in the ratios of two-thirds: one third. At enclosure
in 1802 the townships had 50 and 25 yardlands, maintaining a precise relationship over
7 centuries.

Unvirgated land
Hemington had unvirgated land which the Domesday assessors accounted, as shown by
the following analysis.
There were two manors at Hemington, one each belonging to Peterborough and
Ramsey abbeys. In 1086 each was assessed at 3 hides. A 1276 rental of the Ramsey
manor acco~.mts for 19.5 yardlands. The demesne is not then mentioned but the inland
was 79 acres in 1518. At this date the acreage of open-field land, said to be 10 'villein'
yardlands, was 328.25 acres, so there were c. 33 acres to the yardland, which agrees well
32 Thorn and Thorn 1-19, 18-22,18-43, 35-3d.
33 c. 1300j Dorothy S Willis, The Estate Book oJHenry de Bray, c.1289-134O, Camden Soc., 3rd ser., 27 (1916)
p.9.
34 Thorn and Thorn 57-62.
35 VCH i p. 387.
36 Cal. Close Rolls Edward 1, 1272-9, pp. 326-31.
37 In 1644, Bridges ii, p. 585j close names occur in 1648,NRO BHK 248, shown onNRO map 3161 (1740).
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enough with the 36 acres stated in 124038 . From this the demesne can be taken as
equivalent to 2 yardlands, so the Ramsey manor was 21.5 yardlands in all, concording
with the stated 3 hides of 7 yardlands each in 1240.
For the Peterborough manor, shared between three knights 39 , there is no overall
description, but an extent made in 1290 gives one of the three fees as having 0.5
yardlands each of free and villein land4Q. So the whole manor would have 3 yardlands,
assuming the three fees were equal in size.
RamseyAbbey

Peterborough Abbey

Demesne
Free
Abbey ofThorney
Priory of Hinchingbrook
Villein
Free
Villein

2
8.5 including

1
1.5
11.5
21.5
1.5
1.5

3.0

Total

24.0

The total calculated agrees well with the 24.5 given for the township in 158841 • The
apparent small size of the three Peterborough holdings is most surprising and does not
tally with equal-sized holdings stated for both abbeys in 1086 and 1124. The matter is
resolved by consideration of the large acreage, 224, that went with the de Hemington
manor in 1290. Normally this would be stated as being demesne and probably given in
yardlands; at 36 acres to the yardland this is equivalent to 6.2 yardlands. If each of the
three fees had the same amount then there would have been land equivalent to 18.6
yardlands. If this be added to the 3 virgates above, the Peterborough holding was 21.5
yardlands, exactly the same as that ofRamsey abbey.
Such a large area of unvirgated land has not been encountered before in Northamptonshire, and presumably was once (seignurial) woodland or waste that had been
assarted and brought into cultivation after the vill had been virgated, but before 1086.
This difference from the rest of the county may be caused by three factors, the
dominating monastic ownership, the settlement of Danes in the ninth century, or the
presence of woodland and assarts. The monastic influence seems the least likely, there
being no particular reason ·why a monastery should have a different type of field
arrangement. Danish settlement was widespread between Northampton and Market
Harborough, yet in that region regular numeric relationships exist between yardlands
and hides, as already quoted for Clipston, Cold Ashby, Elkington, Thornby and
Watford. The presence offormer woodland most likely accounts for the invirgated land
at Hemington, there being large areas of assarted intake made after the township was
virgated.
38 Hart and Lyons, Cart. Rams. iii p. 211; 1276 extent, Buccleuch roll C 10 in NRO X387A; demesne survey
1517-18, Buccleuch 25-59 inX8678.
39 Mellows Henry of Iytch~, pp.lii-liv.
40 NRO Buccleuch 25-71 in X889.
41 Id. 18-156 in X388.
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Reduced assessments
Round has fully discussed the occurrence of 'reduced assessments'. The county was
rated at 3,200 hides for taXation purposes by the early tenth century, and had been
reduced to 2,663.5 hides by c. 1075; this was further reduced to 1244 hides before
108642 • More detail has been provided by Hart43 . At the villlevel the reduction operat~s
in the Domesday 1086 assessments so that, in the south-west of the county, a return of
say 2 or 4 hides would have recorded that there were 5 or 10 ploughlands. Round
believed that the p10ughlands represented the earlier 'unreduced' assessment. More
complex ratios are evident in other parts of the county44.
Hart analysed the figures in more detail and came to the conclusion that the
ploughland represented the pre-1 086 hidation in the south-west of the county and the
Danish carucation in the north east45 . Original Saxon charters for Badby (dated 944)
grant 30 hides (in several townships) that are found listed as 30 p10ughlands in 108646 .
Kettering was rated at 10 hides (called cassatt) in a royal grant to Peterborough abbey
in 956, and the same in 108647 • A survey of c. 1130 stated that there were 40 yardlands
with 22 plough teams and a demesne of 4 p10ughteams; 40 yardlands are described in an
account roll of 131048 • The ratio here is 4 yardlands (virgates) to the hide, as normally
found in other counties. For most estates in Northamptonshire this would have been
described in 1086 as 4 hides, there being 10 yardlands to the hide. A fieldbook of
Kettering made in 1739 gives detail of the precise structure of the township. All the
furlongs had a regular tenurial cycle divided into four parts called hides. Three of them
had 10 'yardland parts' (lands, equivalent to yardlands). The fourth hide generally had
13.5 lands because 3.5 lands had been added to it, but the other 10 lands were regular.
The total of 47.25 yardlands was made up of these 43.5 plus another 3.75 'promiscuously scattered in the hides' (see the Gazetteer for more detail). There was therefore a
regular cycle of 40 yardlands with other irregular parts added to it. The cycle represents
40 yardlands in 1739, in 1310, in 1130, and grouped in fours is the same as the 10
ploughlands of1086 and the 10 cassatiof956. The correlation between the 10 'cassati' of
956 and the later yardlands shows that the yardland assessment of townships can be
taken back to at least the mid-tenth century. The p10ughlands of Domesday are the
number ofyardlands divided by 4 in this case.

Recent interpretation ofDomesday assessments
A 5-hide unit was fust noted by Round as being a common underlying assessment of
townships in many parts of the country. In Northamptonshire the 5-unit occurs in the
ploughland figures, especi~y in the western half of the county. Round assumed that
such regularly occurring units were artificial, and therefore the 1086 assessments of
manors (and hence townships) could not be realistic valuations.
42
43
44
45
46
47

J. H. Round in VCH i pp. 258-63.

Hart Hidation 1970, p. 25, giving studies of each hundred and of particular estates, pp. 47- 77.
VCH i pp. 263-6.
Hart Hidation 1970, p. 28.
Id. pp. 35-7.
W. de Gray Birch, Cartularium Saxonicum, 1885-9, no. 943; Thorn and Thorn 1- 17. Note Hart (Hidation
1970, p.34) suggests that the charter, existing in a 12th-century copy, may have had its assessment
modified to be the same as 1086, Iftrue then the correlation of yardlands in the following discussion can be
.
taken back to 1086 and not 956.
48 Quoted in F. W. BullA Sketch ofthe history ofKettering, 1891, pp. 4--5 from Society ofAntiquaries MS 60; 1310
rental NRO F(M) 233.
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In the last few years, the Domesday figures ofseveral counties have received statistical
analysis using computerised techniques. Some discussion has arisen whether the parameters (hides, ploughlands etc) are real evaluations of the resources of each estate in
1086 or whether they are interdependent and largely artificial fiscal assessments, not
describing the value of an estate or manor at the, time. McDonald and Snooks49
considered that Round, and most writers after him, were wrong in assuming hidation
was artificial and unrelated to the size of a manor. They considered hidage was based on
the capacity to pay, being assessed at the manorial level, the hundred and county values
being calculated by addition of each separate manorial amount. Different rates of
taxation found in different counties-were explained by the operation of 'beneficial
hidation' , so that the number of hides was reduced in those cases where it was intended
to give sime kind of 'tax rebate'.
Hamshere 50 replied that the assessment data are highly inter-related, doubting that
they could be used mathematically in the way that McDonald and Snooks had used
them. Hamshere did not believe that hidation was free of artificiality and built from the
manorial level, but that it was imposed from above, a hidage ratable value being given to
a county and filtered down by hundreds, estates, manors and townships. He reconsidered the '5-hide unit' discovered by Round, noting there are no fractional hides on
estates rated above 15 hides but many fractions occur on estates with smaller hidages.
The hidage therefore was imposed from above.
LeaverS 1 noted that since vills were not independendy assessed then there was doubt
about the validity of the regression curves produced by McDonald and Snooks. He, too,
queried whether Round was correct to see the manor as a subdivision of a uniform
multiple of a 5-hide assessment for Whole vills. Each 5 hide unit may have been for
military taxation initially (I man being provided) then changed to a tax for raising an
army against the Danes, in which case it could be an ancient unit of assessment. He
queried whether William I was operating an inherited ancient fiscal system or whether
his subjects were taxed on an up-to-date assessment based on a valuation of assets.
The Northamptonshire evidence given in the above examples show that there is a
significant relationship between the number of yardlands and the Domesday assessments of townships. The Domesday hides are not therefore meaninglessly artifical fiscal
'guesses' of what a holding was worth, as shown by the careful valuing of as 7 yardland
estate at Clipston as 3 112 hides and 114 virgate. The measurements were intended to
be precise. The Domesday commissioners could have asked the representatives of each
estate how many yardlands it contained and then calculated the hidage, normally taking
8, 10, 12, or 16 etc., to the hide. Such a process explains the existence of individual
estates with fractions of hides, since many of them would be of irregular size by previous
free-market processes of sale and purchase. However since these hides relate to the
number of yardlands in Northamptonshire, it is unlikely that they were created in the
eleventh century but were a fundamental part of the township and field-structure. That

49

J. McDonald and G. D. Snooks, 'Were the tax assessments of Domesday England artificial?, the case of

Essex', £C. Hist. Rev. 2nd ser. 38 (1985) pp. 352-72.
50 J.D. Hamshere 'Regressing Domesday Book: taxassesssmentofDomesday England' £C. Hist. Rev. 2ndser.
40, 1987, pp. 247- 51 and 'Domesday Book, cliniot:netric assessment and taxation assessment' pp. 262--66.
51 R.A Leaver 'Five hides in ten counties; a contribution to the regressional data '£C. Hist. Rev. 2nd ser. 41,
1988, pp. 525-542.
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is to say that when a field system was set out a township was allotted as 4 hides (or say 48
yardlands) and the fields laid and made to fit accordingly.
In other words the fiscal structure recorded at Domesday was already established in
the Saxon period and was an integral part of the structure of the field-system. Any
artificiality or regularity in the hidage of a township was already there, created when the
vill and its fields were first laid out, or when they had been reorganised in a deliberate
planned manner some time well before 1066. The evidence would seem, surprisingly, to
support both recent arguments; the 1086 assessments were' intended to be realistic
valuations of individual holdings and at the same time the hidage of the whole vill had
previously been allotted as a simple round-figure number, presumably as the result of an
hierarchi~al edict, and probably connected with the organisation of vills into hundreds.
More analysis has recently been made of the significance of the ploughland in other
counties52 • Ploughlands have not been used much in regional surveys of Domesday
geography, partly because it is not clear what they mean and because the values
assigned to individual estates do not add up to the stated total. In northern England the
hidage and ploughlands are identical even if the manor was waste, which gave rise to the
interpretation that ploughlands were an earlier assessment. It has been suggested that
they were new (1086) assessments of the real value of estates. The present tense is
generally used in Domesday to describe them and they seem to assess more than just the
arable larids. So in Berkshire there were extra resources of sheep grazing on the chalk
downs, and in Holderness fishing was an additional source of income. Higham53 has
suggested that ploughs and ploughlands are a measure of what arable land was
available.
The Northamptonshire ploughland values (Table 9) do not support the newly
postulated interpretations. The work of Round and Hart suggesting that they are old
assessments for this county still seems fairly convincing. Table 9 conclusively shows that
the number of yardlands is intimately connected to the hidage yet no underlying
numeric pattern can be seen for the ploughland: yardland relationship away from the
south-west. Neither do topographical considerations ofpotential resources seem to have
any consistent effect. If resources were being assessed then the lower level of ploughlands would be expected in the opened-up, arable countryside of the west of the county,
devoid of unused pasture and without woodland to assart. However, this is the region
with the highest ratio of ploughlands to the hide. The north-east, with its considerable
woodland, and the Peterborough region with 9,000 acres of fen, should have a high
potential value. The reverse is found to be true in terms ofploughlands. At the township
level there is no high ploughland value in those places where the later yardlan~ area is
high, suggesting that 'waste' land was available in the tenth and el~venth centuries. This
is highlighted by Ravensthorpe and Teeton with their disparate yardland sizes (80 and
25 acres, Table 8), assessed at 5.5 and 4 ploughlands in 1086 that make no acknowledgement to any potential resource at Ravensthorpe.
Ploughlands are not used after 1086. Monastic and secular cartularies of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries for Peterborough, Ramsey and Clopton estates continue to
refer to hides, the number of component yardlands, and the acreages of the yardlands.
52 Sally P J. Harvey 'Taxation and the ploughland an Domesday Book' pp. 86-103 in P. Sawyer, ed.,
Domesday Book a reassessment Arnold 1985.
53 N.]. Higham, 'Settlement, land use and Domesday plougPlands', lAndscape History 12, 1990, pp. 33-44.
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These were the units that mattered locally, being related to rents and taxation;
ploughlands are not recorded.
The low number of hides in Northamptonshire townships is consistent with the
studies that have shown the county to have had a reduction in its fiscal assessment before
1086. This reduction may have been to allow for temporary impoverishment. When a
recovery had been made it was presumably intended to raise more taxes, so that the
burden was evenly applied over all the country. In this case it would be necessary to
record the hidage values for each estate before reduction so that they could be restored;
the ploughlands may well be those values. The 'old' hidage was never restored, since the
Domesday values continue to be referred to until the fourteenth century.

